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Hello everyone,  
 
I was hoping to report some great patio days in this update, unfortunately, we have only had a 
few services outside. We are really looking forward to when the promenade opens regularly as 
we had a record month, with three record days, without the addition of the 58 seats outdoors. 
In May we served 15,471 guests excluding our café patrons. This is up 104% from last year (when 
we were patio service only) and up 9.45% from last month. Most of our guests continue to join 
us by making reservations but we still see a healthy amount of walk-in traffic. Not surprisingly, 
we continue to see an increase in first time guests and out of town visitors.  
 
We hosted a few great events in May that were super fun for the team and pushed some good 
volume and sales. The first was the Nordhavn Rendezvous. The Marina hosted 52 yachts from 
the US for this event. It was the first time they have been at full capacity, exciting to see! The 
yachters spent a lot of time and money at Boom, it made for a super fun weekend for them and 
for the staff who got to know them all.   
 
We also hosted the Diamond Super Car Rally dinner for 44 guests. Chef put together a fantastic 
4-course menu for $99 per person and Vincent paired the dishes with some special pairings. The 
event went well, however the diamond rally organizer did not communicate the set menu to all 
of the guests and some of them had already ate before they arrived or had allergies we were 
unaware of. This decreased overall spend as some guests ordered off the regular and happy 
hour menus. Not ideal but the guests had a great time and that is the most important thing. They 
organizer has expressed interest in making this an annual event as the attendees reported having 
a 5-star experience with us. If we book them in the future, we will make sure these details are 
cleaned up and all attendees know what to expect before they arrive.   
 
Lastly, we hosted an afterparty for a Champ Promotions Boxing Event at the Roundhouse 
(located just up the road). After the matches, VIPs were invited down to Boom for an after party. 
We had our liquor license extended until 2am, brought in a great DJ and had a doorman to 
control guest flow.  We filled the restaurant just after 10pm and it felt like a night club for the 
rest of the evening! While this was great for sales and overall enjoyment for the guests, we did 
receive some noise complaints from the surrounding condo residents. Many of the guests were 
not as quiet as they should have been while leaving the area and unfortunately this kept up until 
quite late. Something to consider when we look at doing events like this in the future. We are 
also considering putting some signage up outside to further remind our guests that they are in 
a residential area and to keep noise to minimum when they are leaving the area in the evening.  
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A front of house focus for June will be working closely with the host team to further develop their 
verbiage at the door. Our OpenTable review score dropped from 4.6 to 4.5 with the most 
common complaint being time restrictions. As this is not a new policy for us, it is safe to assume 
the trouble comes from how it is being communicated. The practice of limiting the time guests 
spend at the table is invaluable in accommodating all the reservations we receive and maximizing 
our seating. The amount of time we allow for guests to dine is very generous and should not be 
an issue if communicated well. We are confident that with some host team coaching we make 
improvements in this area.  
 
Hoping to see many of you in for a visit soon. Cheers to what will hopefully soon be summer! 
 
Jade 


